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Multiplexed Metabolic Labeling of Glycoconjugates in Polarized 

Primary Cerebral Cortical Neurons 

Ji Yu Choi,[a] Jeongyeon Seo,[a] Matthew Park,[a] Mi-Hee Kim,[a] Kyungtae Kang,*[b] and Insung S. 

Choi*[a] 

Abstract: The spatial distribution of cell-surface glycoconjugates in 

the brain changes continuously, reflecting neurophysiology especially 

in the developing phase, but their functions and fates mostly remain 

unexplored. Their spatiotemporal distribution is particularly important 

in the polarized neuronal cells, such as cerebral cortical neurons 

composed of a soma and neurites. In this work, we dually labeled 

sialic acid (Sia5Ac) and N-acetylgalactosamine/glucosamine 

(GalNAc/GlcNAc) by a neurocompatible strategy of metabolic glycan 

labeling, metabolism-by-tissues (MbT), and obtained the multiplexed 

information on their spatiotemporal distribution on the polarized 

cortical neurons. The analyses showed the preferentially distinct 

distribution of each saccharide set at the late developmental stage 

after randomized, heterogeneous distribution at the early stage, 

suggesting Sia5Ac and GalNAc/GlcNAc are translocated 

anisotropically during neuronal development. 

Glycoconjugates in cortical neurons regulate many basal 

functions of neurons including migration, neuritogenesis, neurite 

outgrowth, synapse formation, and synaptic efficacy,[1] as they do 

in other cell types.[2] With sophisticated orchestration at the tissue 

level do they direct the migration and subsequent differentiation 

of cortical neurons simultaneously,[3] which collectively dictate the 

formation of the well-organized, six-layered laminar structure of a 

cerebral cortex—a brain area (also called brain stem) responsible 

for sensory recognition, movement execution, consciousness, 

and memory.[4] TAG-1—a glycosylphosphatidylinositol-linked 

glycoprotein mainly expressed on tangentially migrating neurons 

in the cortex—controls neuronal adhesion and migration,[5] and 

GM2 [GalNAcβ1-4(NeuAcα2-3)Galβ1-4Glcβ1-1Cer, a subtype of 

sialylated glycosphingolipids] ganglioside regulates 

dendritogenesis in a developing cortex[6] or cultured cortical 

pyramidal neurons.[7] Furthermore, glycans dynamically regulate 

the functions of biomolecules according to biological context, as 

shown in the cases of polysialic acid on neural cell adhesion 

molecule (NCAM),[8] N-acetylgalactosamine (GalNAc) on Tn 

antigen,[9] and N-acetylglucosamine (GlcNAc) on synapsin I.[10]  

Despite of the consistent (and often critical) presence of 

glycoconjugates in cells, molecular-level analysis and 

understanding of their functions have been challenging, primarily 

because glycoconjugates are extremely heterogeneous in form 

(e.g., multiple subtypes of gangliosides, such as GM1, GD1a, 

GD1b, and GT1b[11]), and their structures and functions are 

intractable with the conventional bioanalytical methods such as 

electrophoresis and mass spectroscopy. In this respect, the 

method of metabolic glycan labeling has emerged as an elegant 

and powerful tool in glycochemistry,[12] which has intensively been 

used to visualize the spatiotemporal distribution of 

monosaccharides,[13] to enrich glycoproteins or glycolipids for 

mass spectroscopic analysis,[14] and even to identify certain 

cells.[15] Although the method has advanced to label specific 

glycans, such as N-linked glycans or O-linked GlcNAc with proper 

modification of metabolic probes,[16] most work has so far been 

limited to the membrane-wide, generalized imaging of surface 

glycans. That is, the studies on their localized distribution in a cell 

membrane have been lacking, which are important particularly for 

anisotropic, polarized neurons. The neuron is typically 

distinguished by its large surface area of about 250,000 μm2 (as 

a comparison, about 1,256 μm2 for isotropic, spherical cells with 

a diameter of 20 μm)[17], and, more importantly, consists of 

morphologically distinct membrane domains, such as a soma, 

neurites (morphological part), a presynapse on the axon and a 

postsynapse on the dendrite (functional part). Therefore, the 

information on the relative spatial-distribution of glycoconjugates 

in the polarized neurons would be highly beneficial in 

neuroglycomics and neural physiology.  

 

The application of metabolic glycan labeling to neurons has been 

challenging because of the apparent neurotoxicity of unnatural 

monosaccharide precursors (e.g., N-glycolylmannosamine 

pentaacetate and peracetylated N-azidoacetyl-D-mannosamine 

(Ac4ManNAz)).[18-20] In this work, we utilized a recently developed 

strategy for neurocompatible metabolic glycan labeling of primary 

cortical neurons (metabolism-by-tissues, MbT, Figure 1)[19] to 

acquire multiplexed information on the spatiotemporal distribution 

of two different glycoconjugates―one with sialic acid (Sia5Ac) 

and the other with N-acetylgalactosamine/glucosamine 

(GalNAc/GlcNAc). Specifically, we simultaneously fed a cortical 

tissue (before dissociation into cortical neurons) with two different 

unnatural monosaccharides: peracetylated N-(4-pentynoyl)-D-

mannosamine (Ac4ManNAl) as a Sia5Ac precursor and 

peracetylated N-azidoacetyl-D-galactosamine (Ac4GalNAz) as a 

metabolic precursor of GalNAc/GlcNAc. The acetyl (Ac) groups of 

Ac4ManNAl and Ac4GalNAz facilitate their passing through the 

cell membrane via diffusion and are subsequently hydrolyzed by 

cytosolic esterases in the cytosol. The deprotected Ac4ManNAl, 

ManNAl, is phosphorylated and transformed to a Sia5Ac 

analogue by N-acetylmannosamine kinase, sialic acid 9-

phosphate synthase, and sialic acid 9-phosphatase. For the 

sialylation, the analogue is subsequently activated with cytidine 

monophosphate (CMP) in the nucleus and transported into the 

Golgi compartment. On the other hand, deacetylated Ac4GalNAz, 

GalNAz, is phosphorylated and activated with uridine diphosphate 
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(UDP) in the cytosol, and some but not all UDP-GalNAz are 

transformed into UDP-GlcNAz by UDP-galactose 4-

epimerase.[14,21] Thus, in the primary cerebral cortical neuron, both 

UDP-GalNAz/GlcNAz are generated, transported to the Golgi 

lumen, and utilized for glycosylation of lipids and proteins. 

According to these salvage pathways, we used two chemically 

orthogonal alkynyl precursor-Ac4ManNAl and azido precursor-

Ac4GalNAz for the multiplexed imaging of Sia5Ac- and 

GalNAc/GlcNAc-glycoconjugates. 

 

The experimental conclusion that the conventional method for 

metabolic glycan labeling―involving the feeding of dissociated 

cells with unnatural monosaccharides[22]―was inapplicable to 

primary cerebral cortical neurons was made, in this work, with 

three peracetylated unnatural monosaccharides, Ac4GalNAz, 

Ac4ManNAl, and Ac4ManNAz. Ac4ManNAz was additionally 

examined for neurotoxicity studies, because it had been used 

most intensively for metabolic glycan labeling in the previous 

reports and considered as a neurotoxic probe.[19] As shown in 

Figure 2, the viability of the cortical neurons decreased gradually 

over time, when they were fed with Ac4ManNAz, Ac4ManNAl or 

Ac4GalNAz (50 μM) under the conventional protocol (see the 

Supporting Information for the experimental details). For example, 

the relative viability of Ac4ManNAz- or Ac4GalNAz-fed cortical 

neurons to non-treated cells as a reference was 5.5% or 12.0% 

at 4 DIV (DIV: days in vitro) (Figures 2a and b). Although 

Ac4ManNAl was less neurotoxic (79.2% at 4 DIV) than 

Ac4ManNAz and Ac4GalNAz, the longest neurite length (119.7 ± 

4.3 µm at 4 DIV) was much shorter than that of the control 

reference (264.0 ± 12.0 µm, Figures 2c and S1). As related work, 

Yarema and co-workers have studied the metabolic flux of 

ManNAc analogues and their effects on cellular activities, viability, 

and growth, and reported that the extremely high dose of 

Ac4ManNAz (300 µM) increased the caspase activity and induced 

the apoptosis of Jurkat cells.[23] In comparison, our work showed 

that even low dose (50 µM) was lethal to primary cortical neurons, 

necessitating the development of alternative strategies for 

metabolic glycan labeling of the neurons.  

 

In a stark contrast with the conventional method, the MbT method 

proved highly compatible with primary cortical neurons. In the 

MbT method, briefly, cerebral cortical tissues were dissected from 

E18 Sprague-Dawley rat pups, sliced into pieces, and incubated 

with a metabolic precursor (50 µM). After two days of feeding, the 

tissues were dissociated to individual cells prior to seeding (0 DIV). 

The results indicated that the viability of cortical neurons under 

the MbT method was comparable to or even slightly higher than 

that of the reference (Figures 3a and b), confirming the validity of 

the MbT method for metabolic glycan labeling of primary cortical 

Figure 1. Schematic illustration for the neurocompatible labeling of cortical-neuron glycans. Unnatural monosaccharide precursors were incorporated to primary 

cortical neurons at the tissue level, and the cortical tissue were dissociated into individual neuron cells. 

Figure 2. Neurotoxicity of unnatural monosaccharides in the conventional 

method. (a) Confocal laser-scanning microscopy (CLSM) images of primary 

cortical neurons at 4 DIV after staining with a live-dead assay kit (green: live; 

red: dead). The scale bars are 50 μm. (b) Relative viabilities of the neurons 

modified with unnatural monosaccharides to non-treated cortical neurons as 

a reference in conventional method. Relative viability (%): the viability of the 

precursor-treated cortical neurons divided by the viability of the non-treated 

cortical neurons (in %, mean ± S.E). The experiments were performed in 

triplicate. Control: non-treated cortical neurons. (c) Averaged longest-neurite 

length of neurons at 2, 3, and 4 DIV (mean ± S.E). The numbers on the bars 

indicate the number of cells analyzed. 
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neurons. For example, the relative viability of the Ac4ManNAl-fed 

neurons was about 99% at 1 DIV, and the value was 110% for the 

Ac4GalNAz-fed ones at 1 DIV. In addition, under the MbT method, 

the unnatural monosaccharides did not disturb neurite outgrowth 

and elongation; the averaged longest neurite lengths of the single 

neurons (except for the cells connected to neighborhood ones) 

were 54.0 ± 3.4 µm for the control reference, 54.1 ± 5.0 µm for 

Ac4ManNAl, and 48.0 ± 3.1 µm Ac4GalNAz at 2 DIV (Figures 3c 

and S1). After confirming the neurocompatibility of the MbT 

method with primary cortical neurons, we investigated the 

metabolic incorporation of Ac4ManNAz, Ac4ManNAl, and 

Ac4GalNAz by bioorthogonal copper-catalyzed azide-alkyne 

cycloaddition (CuAAC) with a green-fluorescent dye (Alexa Fluor®  

488-azide or -alkyne) at 1 DIV. The CLSM images confirmed that 

all the three unnatural precursors were successfully metabolized 

and incorporated to the cortical neurons (Figures S2 and S3).  

 

We envisioned that GalNAc/GlcNAc and Sia5Ac would have 

distinct cellular distribution patterns in the polarized cortical 

neurons, reflecting constantly varying physiological state of the 

cells, and thus, we investigated their time-dependent distributions 

by two-color labeling at different time points. Both Ac4ManNAl and 

Ac4GalNAz were fed simultaneously to the cortical slices, by 

taking advantage of the chemical orthogonality of CuAAC, for the 

dual labeling. The cytotoxicity test confirmed that the combined 

administration of Ac4ManNAl (50 μM) and Ac4GalNAz (50 μM) did 

not alter neuronal survival and neurite outgrowth, including 

development of axons and dendrites (Figures S4 and S5). After 

dissociation and culture, the chemo-metabolically incorporated 

Sia5Al and GalNAz/GlcNAz on the cell surfaces were reacted 

orthogonally with alkyne-linked, green Alexa Fluor®  488 (Alexa 

488-Al) and azide-linked, red Alexa Fluor®  594 (Alexa 594-Az), 

respectively, at 1, 2, and 8 DIV. As seen in Figures 4a and S6, at 

the early developmental stage (2 DIV), the spatial distribution of 

Sia5Al and GalNAz/GlcNAz was neither distinct and nor 

distinguishable, and, additionally, was inconsistent among the 

cells, implying heterogeneous character of initial neuronal 

development. For example, some neurons showed a dominant 

distribution of Sia5Al over GalNAz/GlcNAz, while others exhibited 

the opposite or equal distributions. Localized distribution at somas 

and neurites was also heterogeneous among cells. Accordingly, 

further statistical analysis of the early-stage distribution was 

conducted at the single-cell level. The mean fluorescence 

intensities of green (for GalNAz/GlcNAz) and red (for Sia5Al) 

(mean fluorescence intensity = total fluorescence intensity of a 

cell divided by the cell area) were calculated for each neuron at 1 

DIV, and their distributions were plotted as blue dots on the 2D 

coordinate of green (x-axis) and red fluorescence (y-axis) (Figure 

S7). The same analysis was also performed at 2 DIV and 

displayed with orange dots in the scatterplot to investigate the 

time-dependent evolution of GalNAz/GlcNAz and Sia5Al in the 

relative sense. Overall, the scatterplot showed lower green 

intensity at 2 DIV (orange dots) than 1 DIV (blue dots). For the 

statistical analysis, the averaged mean fluorescence intensity was 

calculated for the green fluorescence (Alexa 488 Al-conjugated 

GalNAz/GlcNAz). The value was found to be statistically lower at 

2 DIV than that measured at 1 DIV (8.59 ± 0.20 at 1 DIV and 6.67 

± 0.15 at 2 DIV, p < 0.0001), implying that the labeled 

GalNAc/GlcNAc might return to the cytosol between 1 DIV and 2 

DIV and be replaced with natural, non-fluorescent 

GalNAc/GlcNAc. The statistical insignificance found for the red 

fluorescence suggested that the recycling/turnover rate of Sia5Ac 

would be slower than that of GalNAc/GlcNAc during the first two 

days of culture. We further analyzed the fluorescence data by 

calculating the ratio of red-to-green fluorescence per neuron, and 

did not observe statistically significant difference between 1 and 

2 DIV (0.51 ± 0.03 at 1 DIV and 0.67 ± 0.07 at 2 DIV, p < 0.05) 

(Figure 4b). However, when the calculated ratios were grouped 

into three ranges—0-0.5, 0.5-1, and >1, more neurons were 

classified to the range of >1 and less to the range of 0-0.5 at 2 

DIV, further implying that the turnover of GalNAc/GlcNAc was 

relatively faster than Sia5Ac (Figure 4b).  

Figure 3. Mitigation of neurotoxicity of unnatural monosaccharides by using 

MbT method. (a) CLSM images of primary cortical neurons at 3 DIV after 

staining with a live-dead assay kit (green: live; red: dead). The scale bars are 

50 μm. (b and c) Neurocompatibility of the MbT method: (b) Relative viabilities 

of neurons modified with unnatural monosaccharides to non-treated cortical 

neurons as a reference in MbT method. Relative viability (%): the viability of 

the precursor-treated cortical neurons divided by the viability of the non-

treated cortical neurons (in %, mean ± S.E). The experiments were performed 

in triplicate. Control: non-treated cortical neurons. (c) Averaged longest-

neurite length at 1, 2, and 3 DIV (mean ± S.E). The numbers on the bars 

indicate the number of cells analyzed. 
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At the later stage of development, the preferential spatial 

distribution of GalNAz/GlcNAz and Sia5Al in the highly polarized 

cortical neurons was clearly discernable (8 DIV, Figure 4a-ii). The 

CLSM images clearly showed that red-fluorescent Sia5Al were 

more observable at the neurites, while the presence of green-

fluorescent GalNAz/GlcNAz was dominant near the soma (Figure 

4a-ii). This observation was intriguing, because it indicated that 

the fate of surface glycans (e.g., turnover and relocation) was not 

random but rather controlled tightly in the directionality with the 

polarized cell. That is, in the case of developing cortical neurons, 

glycans with GalNAz/GlcNAz stayed at and near soma during 

neurite outgrowth, but glycans with Sia5Al were relocated to the 

growing neurites. Taken all together, our results suggested that 

glycoconjugates were distributed randomly on the cell membrane 

at the early phase of development (when the cell was rather 

isotropic), and their preferential distribution and relocation 

occurred at the later stage of neuronal development when the 

neuron became highly polarized. In developing cerebral cortex of 

mice, from an embryo to the adult, the expression of glycans and 

glycogenes—N-linked glycans including Lewis X antigens and 

more than 140 glycosylatransferases and glycosidases—were 

reported to be remarkably changed.[24] Thus, the relocation of 

glycoconjugates on the membrane, as seen in Figure 4, might be 

a beginning step or a part of drastic alterations of glycans in the 

brain development. 

 

Biological information carried by cell-surface glycans is of utmost 

importance to understand the dynamic aspects of neuronal 

networks (e.g., neuronal development, axon guidance, synaptic 

plasticity, and neuron-glia interaction), but the surface glycans in 

neurons have not been studied to the extent that such information 

could be gathered and deciphered. In this work, we performed 

orthogonal two-color labeling of GalNAc/GlcNAc and Sia5Ac on 

the surface of polarized cortical neurons via neuro-compatible 

MbT method, and showed that each glycoconjugate set exhibited 

distinct and localized spatial distribution on the cell surface. In 

addition, each set of saccharides had its own dynamics of 

turnover and relocation at the later stage of neuronal development, 

while there was only randomized spreading of glycans at the early 

stage. We believe that our work would suggest a simple but 

powerful means to study preferential distribution of surface 

glycans in the neuronal cells, and related future work would 

further provide valuable information regarding the translocation of 

various surface glycoconjugates and their unknown biochemical 

roles. 
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